
Welcome to Historic Melrose! The beautiful
neighborhood of Historic Melrose was developed between
the years 1900 and 1950 as one of Columbia’s first suburbs.
Today, the neighborhood retains a diverse range of
architectural styles and details that contribute to the
overall charm that has kept it a desirable place to live for
over 100 years. Today, the City of Columbia and the
Melrose Neighborhood Association invite you and your
family to experience the unique qualities of this beautiful
historic neighborhood. Enjoy the hunt!

Rules of the Hunt:
o There are 10 houses within the marked area

on the map that are the answers to the clues.
Each house will also have a bonus question
posted on the property.

o You will have 1 ½ hours to collect all
answers & return them to city preservation
staff (in the Crave parking lot) to be entered
into the prize drawing.

o A complete answer includes the house address
and the answer to the bonus question. Only
correct and complete answers will be entered
into the prize drawing.

o While the homeowners have been notified that
their houses will be used in this scavenger hunt,
all clues should be gathered from
the sidewalk- please do not go on private
property!

o The prize drawing will be held at
3:15pm from the Crave parking lot (corner of
Hagood and Millwood) so make sure you turn
in your answers by then!

Check out the map
start- Melrose Park

finish- Crave parking lot
(corner of Hagood and Millwood)

HISTORIC MELROSE 
SCAVENGER HUNT

Stay within the marked area on the map 
to find the answers

Thank you for participating in 
today’s event!
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The façade of this home is truly unique
You’re served with eye candy, if that’s what you seek
Dressed with brick diapering, which may sound too strange
This diamond diaper with bricks you won’t want to change
Half-timbered gables and lozenge windows of wood
If you’ve not seen this house then you certainly should.

1
A minimal traditional is not one to impose
So, this chimney stands out like a prominent nose
The unusual chimney is an ornate addition
To this otherwise no-nonsense home per tradition
Yellow keystone, herringbone, double flues seem to try
To say “don’t ignore me” to each passer-by
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Tapered brick columns and cross gable roof
A bungalow’s charm is seen here as proof
With wrap-around porch and shingles around
Here Craftsman aesthetics truly abound

Address:

Bonus:

Address:

Bonus:

Address:

Bonus:

Address:

Bonus:

Façade of perfect symmetry
Gabled porch roof over arched entry
Square brick columns numbered four
Fan and sidelights at the front door
Eaves enhanced with box modillion
All make this home one in a million

Address:

Bonus:3

6

A red brick sits without shame
Beneath a “jerkin head”
A roof that has an awkward name
But lends some class instead
High atop its chimney sits
One more gem today
A modest diamond without glitz
Formed of yellow brick inlay

Address:

Bonus:5

Address:

Bonus:

Real Southern charm in American style
Let’s relax on the porch and sip tea for 
awhile
Offers shade for the car with porte cochere
Two front doors grace this welcoming 
FourSquare
Every detail exudes Southern Hospitality
In this beautiful home of over a century
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7

A yellow brick home rests on this site
And gives homage to Frank Lloyd Wright
Cantilevered eaves and leaded stain glass
Are some features which give real class
To this flawless model of form and design
That will “shirley” withstand the test of time.

On one of the fairest roads in town
A story book cottage can be found
With charm and character galore
That can’t be bought in a DIY store
The bold façade is a mountain of stone
“A” marks the spot of this exemplary 
home.

Address:

Bonus:

8

Address:

Bonus:

9
Up by the Powell’s vast estate
Sits a two story home with style first rate
Red brick adorned with yellow brick inlay
First floor porch with brick balustrade
A Craftsman Bungalow collage
Complete with coordinating garage.

Address:

Bonus:

10

Good Luck on the Hunt!!

Tucked away like a treasure on a short road
Sits a Tudor Revival—an inviting  abode
With an arch to a porch under half-timbered 
gable
Try to locate this gem—we know you are able.



1. How many columns are holding up the porch roof?
Hint: The porch wraps around.

2. How many chimney caps are on the decorative 
chimney?
Hint: There is one chimney cap per flue.

3. How many diamonds do you count on the chimney?
Hint: Don’t forget to check all sides of the chimney!

4. Name three places you can find yellow brick accents 
on the property.
Hint: Yellow brick accents are found in more than three 
places.

5. How many yellow bricks do you count? 
Hint: Yellow bricks are only used on the chimney.

6.   How many pendants do you count around 
the porch?
Hint: Pendant = a hanging ornament

7a. What architectural style is this house?
Hint: This architectural style is largely credited to Frank 
Lloyd Wright.

7b. What color are the diamond accents on this yellow 
brick house?
Hint: Diamonds are seen on either side of the second floor 
planter.

8. Name one material found in the gables.
Hint: Half-timbering is a building technique, not a 
material.

9. How many modillions do you count around the porch?
Hint: Block modillions are found under both the eaves of 
the porch and the main roof- count those at the porch.

10. How many panes of glass are in the large arched 
window? 
Hint: There are more than 30 panes!

Scavenger Hunt Bonus Questions:


